Identical Screening Search

Rapid global insight

Qualities

• Identical search in a unique database that includes all trademarks that were first published after 1 January 1976. Search for all trademarks that are identical or phonetically identical to your trademark.

• Screening of more than 20 million trademarks in 200 different countries.

• The database is completed daily with about 9,000 trademarks.

• Overview of the first publications (without modifications or changes).

• Within 4 hours you will be informed of the existence of your trademark in the world.

• Clear reporting that mentions per trademark the applicant, register and class/classes it was registered in. (Status information is available upon request.)
Varieties

- Order worldwide, regional or country-specific searches.

- Possibility to perform an Applicant Identical Screening Search. A strategic argument, for example, during an acquisition. It gives a candidate purchaser the chance to understand the trademarks that a company has in its portfolio worldwide.

- Prefix Identical Screening Search for trademarks with a three, four or five letter prefix. (Only the alphabetical prefix is searched.)

- The report can be supplemented with logos (if published after 1990).

A customized product for companies that...

- are planning a trademark launch.

- want a quick first elimination of candidate brand names.

- need a good first indication whether their trademark was ever registered somewhere in the world.

Grab the world. Right away. With SAEGIS.

Via SAEGIS® on SERION® you perform your own Identical Screening Search online and get the search results instantly.

Where you can just click to get full information and official publications.

Your advantages

Exclusive and worldwide
This is the only truly worldwide database for a reliable first elimination of identical trademarks.

Fast and cost reducing
Within 4 hours a high-level screening will be performed. Thanks to this first elimination round, you can start the next phase in your trademark search in a more focused and cost efficient manner.

Clear reporting
The results are compiled in a clear report that is written in your own language.

To learn more, visit compumark.com